RULES

MOTIVATION : In view of the number of participants, we feel it is essential to point
out some points that have to be respected.
Living in community means respecting on self, but also respecting others. It is a statement of the obvious,
but it is important not to forget it.
This implies, among other things, that following points have to be respected.
1. Schedule
Participants must not linger between the places where the theoretical lessons are given and the places
where the practical exercises take place, so that the schedule can be respected (see syllabus).
2. Guest family
Some of yours are kindly received in a guest family. This family obviously deserves a minimum of respect
from you.
It is essential to sleep there every night, and to respect the schedule that has been agreed upon. Exception :
During the snack on Friday, two persons will be pointed out of each team for the night work during the nights
from Friday to Saturday and Saturday to Sunday. The name of these persons will be told to the Organisation
Committee and the night supervisors.
3. Clipping
Only the leader may work on the heifer with the young breeder, but not instead of the young breeder! If a
young breeder is caught clipping another animal than his own heifer, he will automatically loose the note
given for clipping. It will be the same for the young breeder to whom the heifer had been given. That is why
the ear number of the heifer and its catalogue number will be printed on the badge of the young breeder.
Clipping and all work on heifer is forbidden between 21:00 PM to 04:00 AM subject to penalties (10 points
will be withdrawn to the whole team).
4. Team price and individual participation in the group
The grade for the Team price and individual participation in the group you will be given take into account
your attitude during the practical activities as well as after those. It is essential not to forget that you are part
of a group and, therefore, the deviant behaviour of one of the participants can have bad consequences for
the whole team. This note will also control the cleanliness of the booth and on the all site. In case of non
respect of the rules, points could be take off. The participation of each member will be evaluate during each
step of the preparation of the heifer.
5. Maintenance of the site
The place granted to the Young Breeders School has to be kept perfectly clean. The same for all the places
you will go to.

A selective waste-sorting will take place : GLASS - CARDBOARD - OTHER WASTE and waste bags for the
"other waste" will be placed at your disposal. Please put everything into the containers that are foreseen for
that purpose.
A trailer (or some other place pointed out afterwards) is also at your disposal for the dusty straw.
The show takes place on more than 10ha and numerous exhibitors trust us. It is essential that you stay in the
places foreseen for the Young Breeders School during the closing hours of the show.
Access to the tent and assembly of the stands are not allowed before WEDNESDAY 11.00 am. Only 2 young
breeders / team may sleep in the tent close to the animals during the nights of Friday to Saturday and
Saturday to Sunday. It is forbidden to modify the structure of the booth. You must use only the material from
the organisation and you must not borrow any material to another exhibitor.
In terms of parking, parking is STRICTLY prohibited before the tent and on access roads from the
fairgrounds. Thank you to respect the instructions of the organizers.
6. Supply




Food bags, shavings and other necessary products are at your disposal, in quantities that have been
set before (by calf and by day). A new bag can be opened if the previous one is empty.
The material put at your disposal during the school has to be kept in good condition and has to be
returned to the responsible at the end of the training.
To make your stay more pleasant, drinks are at your disposal. The empty bottle has to be given back
to get a new drink.

7. Caution
A caution of 20 € by each participant will be asked at the arrival as guarantee for all the material putted at
your disposition. These will be given back on Sunday when everything will be returned.(nylon halter,
paper…)
8. Media coverage
Pictures and videos available on the website of www.eybs.eu and www.awenet.be are the ownership of
A.W.E. asbl and can be used by A.W.E. for every media purpose.
Personal data of the participants (name, address, phone and mail of the participants) are kept by A.W.E. asbl
and are used for the competition only. According to the law of 8th December 1992 about protection of private
life, the participant can at any time get free access to his personal data and ask for the modification of any
incorrect, incomplete or non necessary data.
Through its registration to the E.Y.B.S. the participant allows A.W.E. asbl to transmit his personal data
(name, address and e-mail) to sponsor companies for any commercial purpose and accepts his name to be
published in print media, on television and on internet.

We are sure that those rules will be respected by everyone and we thank you therefore in advance.
Non respecting the rules can lead to penalties in the ranking, and even to exclusion. Every case that is not
foreseen in these rules will be judged by the Organisation Committee.
The Organisation Committee wishes you a profitable stay, and much success in your practical and
theoretical exercises.
Good luck to everybody and may the best man win !

